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1 Introduction

This report complete a paper published elsewhere by providing the details of
proofs relating different scheduling algorithms of Hume.

2 Hume Scheduling

A super-step is the execution of all runnable Hume boxes. A Hume wire is a
single value buffer that connects two boxes. A Hume box can only run once per
schedule super-step, it will try to match its input, and upon success consume
from the input wires, execute some result, and then block until the output wires
are free to accept the result. These semantics lead to deterministic programs,
where non-deterministic programs can be constructed by specifying that a box
is ‘fair’, and this enables fair (LRU) matching of the box input patterns. At the
end of each super-step cycle, a box may be in one of the following states:

1. Runnable The box has successfully consumed inputs and asserted outputs.
2. Blocked The box has successfully consumed inputs but failed to assert

outputs. It will attempt to assert outputs on subsequent cycles.
3. Matchfail The box has failed to match required inputs.

The Matchfail state is equivalent to Runnable, but is distinguished to support
program tracing and debugging. In what follows, we understand Runnable to
include Matchfail.

One scheduling implementation of this is lock-step scheduling where all non-
blocked boxes are run once and then the inputs are updated with the new out-
puts.Thus, the normal lock-step scheduling of Hume programs is as follows:

for ever
execute each Runnable box (Execute step)
super-step (Super step)

3 Hume Formalised in TLA

To enable formal proofs Hume semantics must be embedded in a formal logic.
To formalise the coordination layer we require a temporal logic, and the layering



of Hume fits really well with the layering of Lamport’s TLA [1]. In this logic a
temporal logic is built on top of an action layer, in the same way as a coordination
layer is on top of a functional layer in Hume. A rather unique feature of TLA,
which enables transformation proofs, is that all formulas are invariant under
stuttering. This means that validity of formulas are independent of steps leaving
the state space unchanged. For the lower levels of Hume we also gain model
checking support vi the TLC [2] tool which accept TLA+ [2] specification as
input. Such specification combines TLA with a variant of ZF set theory.

To enable formal proofs Hume semantics must be embedded in a formal
logic. To formalise the coordination layer we require a temporal logic, and the
layering of Hume fits really well with the layering of Lamport’s TLA [1]. In this
logic a temporal logic is built on top of an action layer, in the same way as
a coordination layer is on top of a functional layer in Hume. A rather unique
feature of TLA, which enables transformation proofs, is that all formulas are
invariant under stuttering. This means that validity of formulas are independent
of steps leaving the state space unchanged. For the lower levels of Hume we
also gain model checking support vi the TLC [2] tool which accept TLA+ [2]
specification as input. Such specification combines TLA with a variant of ZF set
theory.

The split between an Execute and a Super step is too abstract and we have
therefore divided the Execute into an Consume followed by an Execute and
then the Super step in the TLA formalisation. A variable sch keeps track of the
schedule state and is updated by an action S. We let w be the collection of all
wires and assume that the program has n boxes. Each box i has an outbuffer oi,
a state si and an input buffer ini. The latter is required to communicate between
the Consume and Execute step. Each box i has a designated action Bi which
works as follows:

sch Operation
Consume If si 6= Blocked then match inputs. If success then consume val-

ues ,update ini with them and set si to Runnable. If fails set si

to Matchfail. If si = Blocked then leave all state unchanged.
Execute If si = Runnable execute expression layer of box with values in

ini, and update oi.
Super Assert outputs and update output wires with oi if success. si is

set to Runnable, and oi and ini is reset. If failure si is set to
Blocked and rest is left unchanged.

The action of the full program is the conjunction of the scheduler and all
Hume boxes (S ∧

∧n

i=1 Bi). To make it invariant under stuttering it is dis-
joined with an action that doesn’t changed the state space, i.e. ((S ∧

∧n

i=1 Bi)∨
(w, s, in, o, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)) which is abbreviated by [S∧

∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,in,o,sch)

in TLA. This is prefixed by the temporal always operator 2 since it should hold
throughout execution. We also give the initial values for all variables in Init.

In a Hume program the only state should be the wires w. Hence, we will
hide the auxiliary variables (s, in, o, sch) with the hiding operator ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ . A Hume



program H is then formalised as:

H , ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s, in, o, sch : Init ∧ 2[S ∧
n∧

i=1

Bi](w,s,in,o,sch)

where , denotes ‘equals by definition’. We will use the proof rules:

R1.
InitT ⇒ Init (BT ∨ (x′ = x)) ⇒ (B ∨ (y′ = y))

InitT ∧ 2[BT ]x ⇒ Init ∧ 2[B]y
E1. ⊢ F (c/x) ⇒ ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ x : F

Rule R1 is a derived rule providing an induction principle for proving that a
program preserves the behaviour of another. ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ is a form of (temporal) existential
quantification and it’s introduction rule E1 is quite similar. Note that c is a state
function and x is a variable and F (c/x) denotes F with c substituted for x.

4 Towards Staged Scheduling

By keeping the original scheduling approach but amending it to automatically
schedule more efficiently in certain cases, we should gain benefits for free in many
existing programs.

In the usual execution of a box, a Runnable box may have either asserted
outputs to other boxes and itself, or just to other boxes, or just to itself. If it
has asserted outputs just to itself then it can have no impact on the ability of
any other box to consume inputs. We say that such boxes have the self-output
property.

Thus, in principle, such boxes may execute repeatedly until they assert an
output for another box, without affecting the overall outcome of program execu-
tion, provided there are no strong timing dependencies elsewhere in the program.

Let us add a fourth execution cycle state of Selfout. Then a staged scheduling
strategy might be:

for ever
if no box is Runnable

then execute each Selfout box
else execute each Runnable, Matchfail and Selfout box

super-step

Let SO be the property, Bunch
i be a box action that does nothing. Bs

i behaves
like Bi but with Selfout substituted for Runnable in the cases the this property
holds for the box. Bso

i is the box action when SO holds:

SO ,
∧n

i=1 st i 6= Runnable

Bso
i , if (si = Selfout) then Bs

i else Bunch
i

Staged scheduling Hso can then be formalised as:

Hso
, ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s, o, in, sch : Init ∧ 2[S ∧ if SO then

n∧

i=1

Bso
i else

n∧

i=1

Bs
i ](w,s,o,in,sch)



We will now show that staged scheduling preserves the behaviour of lock-step
scheduling.

Theorem 1. Staged scheduling behaves like lock-step scheduling.

proof: We will use Lamports structured way of writing mathematical proofs[3]:
The proof should be read hierarchically. The jth step of the current level i proof
is labelled 〈i〉j. Further, 〈i〉j QED denotes the proof of the current level i − 1
goal.
〈1〉1. Assume: Hso

Prove: ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s, o, in, sch : Init ∧ 2[S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,o,in,sch)

proof: First we define the following state function
si , if (si = Selfout) then Runnable else s

and let the · · · operator denote · · · (s/s). This operator distributes over all
other operators, and will be removed in terms not contains s. We then prove
the following subgoal:
〈2〉1. Prove: Init ∧ 2[S ∧

∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,o,in,sch)

proof: By R1 and the distribution and simplification facts of · · · the proof
reduces to:
〈3〉1. Assume: Init

Prove: Init
proof: By unfolding s this becomes trivial.

〈3〉2. Assume: (S∧if SO then
V

n

i=1
Bso

i else
V

n

i=1
Bs

i )∨ (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)

Prove: (S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi) ∨ (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)
proof: By propositional reasoning and simplication this reduces to:
〈4〉1. Assume: (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)

Prove: (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)
proof:B́y unfolding s this becomes trivial.

〈4〉2. Assume: S ∧ if SO then
∧n

i=1 B
so
i else

∧n

i=1 B
s
i

Prove: S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi

proof: Some propositional simplifications reduces this to:
〈5〉1. Assume: S

Prove: S
proof: This is trivially true.

〈5〉2. Assume: SO ∧
∧n

i=1 B
so
i

Prove:
∧n

i=1 Bi

proof: We unfold Bso
i and prove this for an arbitrary box:

〈6〉1. Assume: (si = Selfout) ∧ Bs
i

Prove: Bi

proof: By definition Selfout is substituted by Runnable. By un-
folding s and Bs

i this therefore holds.
〈6〉2. Assume: (si 6= Selfout) ∧ Bunch

i

Prove: Bi

The proof is by case-analysis of si:
〈7〉1. Case: si = Runnable

proof: By assumption 〈5〉2 SO holds hence no boxes can be
Runnable which contradicts assumption 〈7〉1.



〈7〉2. Case: si = Matchfail
proof: By assumption 〈5〉2 no boxes are Runnable and box i
has therefore not received any new input and will remain Match-
fail in a Consume step where Bi behaves like Bunch

i . In both Ex-
ecute and Super nothing is changed when si = Matchfail hence
Bi behaves like Bunch

i .
〈7〉3. Case: si = Blocked

proof: In both Consume and Execute steps nothing is by defini-
tion changed when si = Blocked hence Bi behaves like Bunch

i . By
assumption 〈5〉2 no boxes are Runnable hence no output wires
are changed and the assert will fail. The box therefore remains
Blocked and Bi behaves like Bunch

i .
〈7〉4. Q.E.D.

proof: By 〈7〉1, 〈7〉2 and 〈7〉3 .
〈6〉3. Q.E.D.

proof: By 〈6〉1 and 〈6〉2 .
〈5〉3. Assume: ¬SO ∧

∧n

i=1 B
s
i

Prove:
∧n

i=1 Bi

proof: By the definition of s and Bs
i the actions Bi and Bs

i behaves
equivalent

〈5〉4. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈5〉1,〈5〉2 and 〈5〉3.

〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2.

〈3〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈3〉1 and 〈3〉2.

〈2〉2. Q.E.D.
proof: By applying E1 to 〈2〉1 we get ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s : Init∧2[S ∧

∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,o,sch)).
By apply E1 three times more with the dummy substitutions (in/in, sch/sch, o/o)
we prove the conjecture.

5 Hierarchical Scheduling

A module system would allows both scalable and local transformations as well
as more user controlled scheduling. The most natural module system is to allow
hierarchies of boxes, where a box either wraps a nested Hume program or is
a functional program as before. The nested boxes are siblings and children of
the wrapping parent box. However, from the scheduler’s point of view a box is
literally a black box, and it works as follows:

for ever
execute each Runnable box
super-step

schedule (box)
until Termination



S p l i ti n ( i : : a )o u t ( o : : a , p : : a )( x ) � > ( x , x ) M e r g ei n ( i : : b , j : : b )o u t ( o : : b o o l )( x , y ) � > ( x = = y )( x , * ) � > ( f a l s e )( * , y ) � > ( f a l s e )B c h i l di n ( i : : a , s : : c )o u t ( o : : b , s ' : : c )( * , x ) � > i f t xt h e n ( * , u x )e l s e ( v x , * )( x , * ) � > ( * , x )
Ai n ( i : : a )o u t ( o : : b )( x ) � > ( f x )Bi n ( i : : a )o u t ( o : : b )( _ ) � > ( _ )i o

box B

in (i::a) out (o::b)
match

( ) → ( )
boxes

box B child

in (i::a,s::c) out (o::b,s’::c)
match . . . ;

wire B child (B.i, B child.s’)
(B.o, B child.s);

end;

Fig. 1. Hierarchical Recursion to Iteration Transformation.

execute all Runnable children boxes
super-step box

execute (box)
if (match inputs) then

if (nested box) then schedule box
else evaluate expression

The left hand side of Fig. 1 shows the transformation from Fig. ?? by nesting
the transformed box. The right hand side shows the Hume syntax. When B
is executed it will match the inputs and if it succeeds schedule B child until
termination. B has one match, ( ) → ( ), which states that if there is a value on
the input wires, and if there is a value in the wire connected back to B it should
terminate. The consumed value will be copied to the internal wire wired to B’s
input. Hierarchical scheduling changes the state a box can be as follows:

1. Runnable The box has asserted outputs and is ready to consume inputs.
4. Terminated The box has finished executing and is waiting on super-step.
5. Execute The box is nested and executes it’s children.
6. Super The box is nested and super-steps it’s children.

We want to be able to reason inside nested boxes as well the overall coordi-
nation. Consequently, the Execute step cannot be atomic anymore, while both
the Consume and Super steps are unchanged from the scheduler’s Shi point of
view. However, it will remain in the Execute step until all boxes have terminated,
matchfailed or is blocked. Globally, we look at this as stuttering steps since none
of the wires are updated, although we are not allowed this distinction in TLA.
The box action Bhi

i for a non-nested box is like Bi with the exception that (i) on
termination s′i = Terminated and (ii) if si = Terminated it behaves like Bunch

i .
In the Consume step a nested box behaves like Bi except on success si is set
to Consume(again,this possible state is required in the TLA embedding), the



internal state is reset to the initial values except that the consumed input wires
are copied to the internal input wires. In an Execute step it will behave as the
scheduler but updates si instead of sch. Further, it must also execute all the
children boxes and check for termination after a Super (sub-) step. If a child
box is nested it will behave the same way.We must also represent the internal
box states,which we call i – while n keeps track of the termination condition
for a given box while executing. The internal state and n must also be given an
initial state, achieved by Initi, which gives the following TLA specification for
hiearchical Hume:

Hhi
, ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s, o, in, sch, n, i : Init ∧ Initi ∧ 2[Shi ∧

n∧

i=1

Bhi
i ](w,s,o,in,sch,n,i)

Theorem 2. If there are no nested boxes then hierarchical scheduling behaves
like lock-step scheduling.

proof:
〈1〉1. Assume: 1. No boxes are nested

2. Hhi

Prove: ∃∃∃∃∃∃∃∃ s, o, in, sch : Init ∧ 2[S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,o,in,sch)

proof: First we define the state function:

si , if (si = Terminated) then Runnable else s

and let · · · denote · · · (s/s). It has the same properties as in theorem 1. We
then prove the following subgoal:
〈2〉1. Prove: Init ∧ 2[S ∧

∧n

i=1 Bi](w,s,o,in,sch)

proof: By R1 and the distribution and simplification facts of · · · the proof
reduces to:
〈3〉1. Assume: Init ∧ Initi

Prove: Init
proof: This is true since no boxes are initially Terminated.

〈3〉2. Assume: (Shi ∧
∧n

i=1 B
hi
i )∨ (w, s, o, in, sch,n,i)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch,n,i)

Prove: (S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi) ∨ (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)
proof: By propositional reasoning and simplication this is reduced to:
〈4〉1. Assume: (w, s, o, in, sch,n,i)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch,n,i)

Prove: (w, s, o, in, sch)′ = (w, s, o, in, sch)
proof: After unfolding s this becomes trivial.

〈4〉2. Assume: Shi ∧
∧n

i=1 B
hi
i

Prove: S ∧
∧n

i=1 Bi

proof: Some propositional simplifications reduces this to:
〈5〉1. Assume: Shi

Prove: S
proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.1 all boxes will terminate after one step
and will therefore never stutter. Hence, Shi will behave like S

〈5〉2. Assume:
∧n

i=1 B
hi
i

Prove:
∧n

i=1 Bi



proof: It is sufficient to show that this hold between two arbitrary
corresponding boxes Bhi

i and Bi. The proof is by case-analysis of sch
and sch′:
〈6〉1. Case: sch = Consume ∧ sch′ = Execute

proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.1 the box is not nested and by defini-
tion Bhi

i behaves like Bi when this is the case.
〈6〉2. Case: sch = Execute ∧ sch′ = Super

proof: The proof is by case-analysis of si :
〈7〉1. Case: si = Runnable

proof: The proof is by case-analysis on possible values of si
′:

〈8〉1. Case: si
′ = Execute

proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.1 we know that si cannot be in
an Execute step which constradicts assumption 〈8〉1

〈8〉2. Case: si
′ = Matchfail

proof: A Matchfail is determined by the expression layer and
is independent of scheduling. Hence this will by induced by Bi

as well
〈8〉3. Case: si

′ = Terminated
proof: This, again determined by expression layer, holds
since si substitutes Terminated by Runnable in Bi

〈8〉4. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈8〉1, 〈8〉2 and 〈8〉3

〈7〉2. Case: si = Matchfail
proof: The proof is by case-analysis on possible values of si

′:
〈8〉1. Case: si

′ = Matchfail
proof: By assumption 〈6〉2 the next step has to be a Su-
per and cannot be a (local) stutter step – which is the same
behaviour as in lock-step scheduling.

〈8〉2. Case: si
′ = Runnable

proof: The only time this can happen is when the scheduler
goes from a Super to a Execute step – which is contradicted
by assumption 〈6〉2.

〈8〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈8〉1 and 〈8〉2.

〈7〉3. Case: si = Blocked
proof: The proof is by case-analysis on possible values of si

′:
〈8〉1. Case: si

′ = Blocked
proof: If a box is Blocked it remains it during an Execute
step and leaves all values unchanged in Bi and Bhi

i .
〈8〉2. Case: si

′ = Runnable
proof: By the definition of Bi and Bhi

i this cannot happen
due to assumption 〈6〉2.

〈8〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈8〉1 and 〈8〉2.

〈7〉4. Case: si = Terminated



proof: The proof is by case-analysis on possible values of si
′:

〈8〉1. Case: si
′ = Terminated

proof: By the definition of Bhi
i this can only happen when

the scheduler remain in Execute step – which assumption 〈6〉2
contradicts.

〈8〉2. Case: si
′ = Runnable

proof: This can only happen in a Super step and is again
contradicted by assumption 〈6〉2.

〈8〉3. Case: si
′ = Blocked

proof: The same as the previous case.
〈8〉4. Q.E.D.

proof: By 〈8〉1, 〈8〉2 and 〈8〉3.
〈7〉5. Case: si = Execute

proof: Using assumption 〈1〉1.1 we know that a box can never
be in this state.

〈7〉6. Case: si = Super
proof: Same as previous.

〈7〉7. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈7〉1, 〈7〉2, 〈7〉3, 〈7〉4, 〈7〉5 and 〈7〉6.

〈6〉3. Case: sch = Execute ∧ sch′ = Super
proof:B́y the definition of Shi this can only happen when there is
a box j where sj is not Terminated,Matchfail or Blocked. By the
definition of Bhi

i and assumption 〈6〉3 we know that this can only
happen if there is a nested box that matches it’s inputs. However,
this case is contradicted by assumption 〈1〉1.1 .

〈6〉4. Case: sch = Super ∧ sch′ = Consume
proof:B́y definition it will behave the same way with the mapping
s .

〈6〉5. Q.E.D.
By 〈6〉1,〈6〉2, 〈6〉3 and 〈6〉4 .

〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈5〉1 and 〈5〉2 .

〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2 .

〈3〉3. Q.E.D.
proof: By 〈3〉1 and 〈3〉2 .

〈2〉2. Q.E.D.
proof: By applying E1 four times to 〈2〉1 with the substitutions (s/s, in/in, sch/sch, o/o)
we prove the conjecture.
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